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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the development of rapid and reusable
gestural interface prototypes for navigation by similarity in
an audio database and for sound manipulation, using the
AudioCycle application. For this purpose, we propose and
follow guidelines for rapid prototyping that we apply using
the PureData visual programming environment. We have
mainly developed three prototypes of manual control: one
combining a 3D mouse and a jog wheel, a second featur-
ing a force-feedback 3D mouse, and a third taking advan-
tage of the multitouch trackpad. We discuss benefits and
shortcomings we experienced while prototyping using this
approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Human-computer interaction gathers multiple, interdisci-

plinary fields of expertise: interaction design, software de-
velopment, cognition, ergonomics, and so on... There is
a trend among researchers in engineering sciences to put
forward new technologies before finding applications for it,
while designers would rather first understand user require-
ments before tailoring interfaces dedicated to their needs.
In practise, it is convenient to use both methods side by
side.

1.1 Our Approach
We started conducting research from an engineering point

of view: trying to improve methods and algorithms for, in
our case, hypermedia navigation or browsing by similarity
in multimedia databases. This is an emerging field cover-
ing several application domains and use cases. Browsing
in audio database by similarity is not yet a common prac-
tise, it aims at solving current limitations in sound search,
retrieval and discovery; used in domains such as sound de-
sign, soundtrack composition, DJ/VJ’ing, electroacoustic
music composition, personal audio library listening, among
others. The knowledge and experience regarding interactive
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systems dedicated to these tasks vary amongst practition-
ers and disciplines. Addressing their various needs thus
requires a disciplined methodology.

1.1.1 General user-centered method, parallelized us-
ability tasks

We extended our initial approach by borrowing a method-
ology from the field of usability. The recent book by Bernsen
and Dybkjaer [3] addresses this topic to a great extent. The
knowledge acquired by gathering literature regarding spe-
cific use cases is highly increased by undertaking contextual
inquiries, which consist in interviewing experts, possibly
with questionnaires, so as to understand their habits and
needs regarding their practises. Brainstorming with these
experts to produce paper mockups of the desired user inter-
faces is cost-effective, especially when it prevents the unnec-
essary development of would-be inadequate prototypes. We
have started investigating these axes. After collecting this
information, several cycles of prototypes of user interfaces
need to be designed, built, tested with users, and refined.

The time-consuming task of software and hardware devel-
opment should be run in parallel with these usability tasks
so as to ensure on-time delivery, and to ease the assembly
of prototypes.

1.1.2 Focus on rapid prototyping
In this paper, we will focus on one single task pertain-

ing to this approach: the rapid prototyping of software and
hardware interfaces, following the design phase, but before
running mandatory usability tests for validation of the pro-
totypes.

Frameworks or toolboxes for rapid prototyping of multi-
modal applications should meet the following requirements:

• rapid: quicker to develop than finalized products;

• modular: proposing a component-based software and
hardware architecture;

• realtime: seamless human-computer interaction with
no perceivable latency;

• reusable: modules or components developed should fit
well into new projects with little adaptation;

• understandable: visual representations of the under-
lying pipelines or mappings should be obvious;

• flexible: using libraries released under open licenses;

• generic: should work and fit well with most platforms
and peripherals;

• sustainable: leaning towards the choice of environmental-
friendly hardware.
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Several frameworks, toolboxes and workbenches for rapid
prototyping of multimodal interfaces have been proposed
in the past, among which the following are still available
and maintained: Amico1, HephaisTK2, OpenInterface3[10],
Squidy Lib4. Some of these are surveyed in [6]. However,
we opted for dataflow environments, initially pushed for-
ward by the signal processing communities, because simple
interfacing is offered (audio and video input/output, gestu-
ral controllers and sensors interfacing, network communi-
cation) and because we had previously acquired knowledge
and training in using these.

For the prototyping of user interfaces, we chose to use
PureData5, as it is an opensource (free), cross-platform,
modular environment for visual programming. One conve-
nient feature of PureData for interaction designers is the
ability to edit mappings at runtime, on-the-fly, without re-
compiling. Jamoma6 similarly simplifies the prototyping of
dataflow applications, but inside the commercial Max/MSP
environment, and less dedicated to multimodal interaction.
Lawson’s paper [10] compares the OpenInterface multimodal
workbench with the PureData dataflow environment.

1.2 Our context of application: browsing au-
dio loops by similarity and manipulation

1.2.1 AudioCycle, our test application
The AudioCycle application had already been presented

[13, 7]: it offers an interactive visualization of a database
of audio loops, with distances estimated from extracted
signal-based features. A two-dimensional visualization has
already been proposed, as illustrated in figure 1. This ap-
plication has since then been extended to the MediaCycle
framework, supporting other types of media such as im-
ages and videos. The framework relies on cross-platform
opensource libraries, for instance for the AudioCycle ap-
plication: OpenAL for the audio feedback, OSG for the
OpenGL scene-based view, and Qt for the GUI.

Figure 1: Screenshot of our test prototype for audio
browsing by similarity: AudioCycle.

1.2.2 Other applications featuring dedicated gestu-
ral interfaces

1http://amico.sourceforge.net
2http://sourceforge.net/projects/hephaistk/
3http://www.openinterface.org
4http://www.squidy-lib.de
5http://www.puredata.info
6http://www.jamoma.org

A consistent survey of emerging applications for brows-
ing audio databases by similarity, notably Musicream, Mu-
sicRainbow, SmartMusicKiosk and SoundSpotter, is avail-
able in [4]. The type of media in the audio database varies
amongst these applications: samples, loops, and music li-
braries. As we are focusing on gestural control, we note that
among these, MusicRainbow allows one to dial music genres
for browsing a song database intuitively using a rotary con-
troller. Alternatively, applications such as SongExplorer [9]
have been proposed for interacting with sound content, for
instance a music collection, using multitouch tables and/or
“tangible” objects. In SoundTorch [8], the user can browse
through a song library using a Wii remote controller.

Other inspiring dedicated controllers have been associ-
ated to audio manipulation applications, extending beyond
browsing by similarity. Villar et al designed a low-cost sys-
tem for DJ’s using repurposed hard-drives [14]. Beamish et
al [1] proposed force-feedback versions of the DJ elementary
controllers: turntables and crossfaders. Chu [5] designed a
force-feedback rotative knob for sound editing purposes.

1.2.3 Restriction to manual controllers
Expert users that would use a similarity-based approach

to browse a collection of sounds for professional purposes re-
quire small movements considering their day-long sessions.
We thus chose to address only manual controllers that can
sit on top of desks or tables, requiring less bodily movements
or aerial gestures. Relatedly, Dan Saffer opposes “touch”
to “free-form” modalities in his taxonomy of gestural input
modalities [11].

2. METHOD AND ACHIEVEMENTS

2.1 OpenSoundControl support
We have added OpenSoundControl (OSC) support to the

MediaCycle framework with a dedicated namespace, so as
to allow the external control of MediaCycle applications by
more modalities, particularly gestural input.

We have identified two modes of interaction with Audio-
Cycle: navigation (such as moving, hovering, zooming the
database view) and manipulation (notably the playback of
sound, with optional pitch-independent time stretching or
beat-matching). For prospective collaborative uses of the
application, using multiple control agents, we have chosen
to specify numbers identifying the user and possible agents
tied to the modes of interaction. For example, a single user
using one browser to move the 2D view space may send:
/audiocycle/1/browser/1/move <x><y>.

2.2 Discovering off-the-shelf devices
Before creating new dedicated gestural interfaces, we wan-

ted to explore the limitations of off-the-shelf devices. We
have investigated three categories of devices:

1. USB Human Interface Devices (HID), particularly Con-
tour Design Shuttle jog wheels and 3dconnexion Space
Navigator 3D mice, using the [hidio] object by Steiner
et al [12], offering several improvements over [hid]

(notably hotplugging devices);

2. force-feedback devices, notably the Novint Falcon 3DOF
force-feedback mouse, operated with the [np nifalcon]

object using a reverse-engineering driver library7, as-
sorted with the HSP set of abstractions by Berdahl et
al [2] facilitating the starting up with basic physical
effects;

7http://sourceforge.net/projects/libnifalcon
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3. multitouch trackpads, using the [fingerpinger] ob-
ject that we ported from its initial Max/MSP imple-
mentation8 to PureData, allowing to access informa-
tion of blobs detected from fingers hovering the Apple
Macbook Multitouch Trackpad, only available on Ap-
ple OSX currently.

For instant reusability of the controllers and associated
objects, we created a set of abstractions following the same
scheme for each (for instance a toggle connected at the left
input of each enables to turn on or off the probing of the
device), we ensured that the layout of the data visualization
widgets on the patch remains coarsely equivalent regarding
how related controls are laid out on the devices, as illus-
trated in figure 2.

Figure 2: Abstraction for rapid interfacing of a Con-
tour Design Shuttle Pro2 jog wheel.

For most USB HID devices, we had to uninstall the official
drivers that circumvent implementation issues by convert-
ing raw events into mouse/keyboard events.

2.3 Rapid prototyping: producing mappings
We opted for three test prototypes:

1. bimanual control featuring a 3D mouse for the navi-
gation in the audio database and a jog wheel for the
manipulation of audio loops, is illustrated in figure 3;

2. a force-feedback version of the navigation, replacing
the 3D mouse by a 3DOF force-feedback mouse;

3. a keyboard and multitouch trackpad combination

Figure 4 illustrates that mappings can be easily edited.
Basic control widgets, such as toggles and sliders, are pro-
vided with the default PureData installation, and allow one
to visualize values and test mappings offline. Objects and
abstractions from the PureData extended release, such as

8http://www.anyma.ch/2009/research/
multitouch-external-for-maxmsp/

Figure 3: Bimanual audio browsing (left hand, 3D
mouse) and manipulation (right hand, jog wheel) in
action.

[scale] from the maxlib library, increase the speed of de-
velopment and help reduce the visual clutter in the patch.
For less straightforward event management, the [expr] ob-
ject helps to define conditional sequences. OSC objects help
to easily send filtered and conditioned events to the Au-
dioCycle application, and to receive information for force-
feedback.

3. DISCUSSION

3.1 Prototypes diversity
The first prototype reduces the level of movements down

to wrists-only. As each device is assigned to only one in-
teraction mode (navigation vs manipulation), the devices
can be placed on a desk or table at convenient locations
regarding hands so as to prevent long-term injuries.

Regarding the second prototype, even if usability settings
are provided with the device, a suitable position is hard to
find due to the size of the device, especially if coupled with
another device. One strength of this prototype is the added
value of force-feedback; we believe that it might increase
the speed of finding a given target sound. For instance, as
represented in figure 4, the friction activated when passing
through loops might decrease the speed of reaching a given
target, but increase the accuracy of positioning. A gravita-
tional system analogy of attracting the force-feeback pointer
towards barycenters of clusters can also be considered. Such
systems can also benefit to users with disabilities, such as
blind people.

For multi-purposed applications, the mouse and keyboard
combination should remain usable as it is still the standard
setup. This was the first supported user interface of the
AudioCycle application. The third prototype augments this
combination with a multitouch trackpad. This prototype
can alternatively be used for prototyping small form factor
multitouch applications.

3.2 Visual versus script-based prototyping
Some simple event mapping transformation were less straight-

forward than expected, for instance changing rotation from
absolute to relative. This could have been more easily ac-
complished with script-based programming, which is more
efficient for conditional and procedural statements, data
recording at given time stamps (storing in a variable), and
large datasets using dedicated types. OpenInterface ad-
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Figure 4: Rapid mapping example using a Novint
Falcon force-feedback 3D mouse: samples are hov-
ered with friction using the X and Y axes, zoom by
the Z axis forced to its initial position.

dresses this issue by allowing the execution of Matlab scripts.
Dataflow patches remain efficient for giving an overall sum-
mary of the executed pipeline.

3.3 Initial requirements assessment
Most of our initial requirements for rapid prototyping are

met, with the following exceptions:

• visual programming prevents easy reusability between
the prototype and the final product, as visual code
needs to be converted into textual code;

• the GPL licence of PureData prevents from using it
in commercial projects.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
We have set up a working environment for rapid and

reusable prototyping of gestural interfaces. The next step
consists in defining an usability protocol so as to determine
which gestural interfaces provide the best results in a given
application scenario with specific users and application do-
mains. Since we have tested off-the-shelf components, we
will try to repurpose some of these devices as in [14], for
instance for the creation of a force-feedback jog wheel.
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